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Abstract—Smart grids provide innovative and efficient energy
management services that offer operational reliability. The Super-
visory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system is a core
component of a smart grid. Unlike the traditional cyber networks,
these components consist of heterogeneous devices, such as
intelligent electronic devices, programmable logic controllers,
remote terminal units, control servers, routing and security
devices, etc. SCADA devices communicate with one another
under various communication protocols, physical media, and
security properties. Failures or attacks on such networks have the
potential of data unavailability and false data injection causing
incorrect system estimations and control decisions leading to
critical damages including power outages and destruction of
equipment. In this work, we develop an automated security and
resiliency analysis framework for SCADA in smart grids. This
framework takes smart grid configurations and organizational
security and resiliency requirements as inputs, formally models
configurations and various security constraints, and verifies the
dependability of the system under potential contingencies. We
demonstrate the execution of this framework on an example
problem. We also evaluate the scalability of the framework on
synthetic SCADA systems.

Index Terms—Smart grids; SCADA; security; resiliency; for-
mal verification.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the energy transmission and distribution side of the
smart grid, different communication networks exist for sens-
ing measurements and transmitting control commands. These
networks are associated with the SCADA system. SCADA
is the major Industrial Control System (ICS) in smart grids,
and connects the generating stations, substations, and control
centers. SCADA is mainly responsible for monitoring and
controlling the remote equipment by obtaining data from the
remote devices, analyzing the received data at the control
centers, and executing necessary control commands at the
remote devices.

The control centers associated with the generation, trans-
mission, and distribution systems are connected to the physical
power system using cyber infrastructure. In order to promote
connectivity and remote access capabilities among corporate
business systems, information technology (IT) is now increas-
ingly used in SCADA, which escalates the possibility of cyber
security vulnerabilities and incidents, as ICS was not built
taking security into consideration. Although there are some
similarities between the characteristics of ICS and that of
traditional IT systems, they differ in many places, especially

due to the simultaneous existence of physical components and
network components and different industrial communications
protocols. Moreover, in order to operate the grid efficiently and
reliably, various control routines are executing at the control
centers which are actively dependent on the data acquisition
from the field devices. Therefore, the vulnerabilities and
threats as well as the security and resiliency requirements of
SCADA are often different from that of the traditional IT
systems. Therefore, it is important to develop an automated
security and resiliency verification framework explicitly for
SCADA in smart grids.

In this paper, we present a formal framework that automati-
cally verifies the security and resiliency of the SCADA system,
particularly the resilient data acquisition for reliable execution
of control operations. This framework takes necessary SCADA
configurations and resiliency requirements, formally models
the analytics, and solves the model to verify the system with
respect to the given resiliency specifications. This framework
uses an SMT-based formal analysis engine [1] to solve the
model. The framework provides threat vectors if the resiliency
requirement fails. The unsatisfiable outcome certifies the spec-
ified resiliency of the system. Therefore, this framework allows
a grid operator to understand the SCADA system’s resiliency
as well as to fix the system by analyzing the threat vectors.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss
necessary background for this work in the next section. We
present formal models for the SCADA security analysis, which
includes the formal modeling of SCADA configurations and
that of SCADA resiliency constraints in Section III. We
illustrate a case study with respect to a 5-bus system in
Section IV. We briefly discuss the related work in Section VI
and conclude the paper in Section VII.

II. STATE OF THE ART, CHALLENGES, AND OBJECTIVES

A. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Systems

Industrial Control Systems (ICS) are often found in in-
dustries, such as electric, water, oil, natural gas, chemical,
transportation, etc. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems are examples of ICS systems, which are
generally used in controlling dispersed assets using central-
ized data acquisition and supervisory control. An example
topology of SCADA is shown in Fig. 1. Typical SCADA
operations includes automatic and human control loops, re-
mote diagnostics, and maintenance utilities. There are various
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Fig. 1. An example of the SCADA network topology.

kinds of control components, such as SCADA control servers
or Master Terminal Units (MTUs), Remote Terminal Units
(RTUs), Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), Intelligent
Electronic Devices (IED), Human Machine Interfaces (HMI),
data historian, etc. In addition to these control components,
there are different network components, such as communi-
cations routers, modems, and remote access points. These
components usually use ICS protocols like Modbus, DNP3,
or IEC 61850 variants for communicating with one another.

The SCADA control server takes the sensor measurements
from field devices through the power network and sends the
control commands to them after analyzing the data using the
same infrastructure. There are different control modules or
routines to manage the grid efficiently and reliably [2], [3].
Among these modules, state estimation is the core component.
Its function is to compute the unknown state variables of the
power system from the sensor measurements received through
the SCADA system. The output of state estimation is used in
other control mechanisms to operate the grid optimally with
respect to the generation cost and the physical safety of the
grid. Therefore, the dependable delivery of data is crucial.

B. Potential Cyber Threats on SCADA

The increasing use of IT in smart grids escalates the
possibility of cyber security vulnerabilities and incidents, as
these systems have not been built taking security into consid-
eration in the first place. The inherent complexity associated
with integrating different heterogeneous and legacy systems
in SCADA significantly increases the potential of security
threats, which can cause massive and devastating damage.
There are two main causes of threats [4]. The first is the
misconfiguration or the lack of security controls that can
cause inconsistency, unreachability, broken security tunnels,
and many other security breaches. The second is the weakness
or absence of resiliency controls that can lead to cascaded
failures in contingencies or cyber attacks. As an example of
cyber attacks, Denial of Service (DoS) attacks can make one
or more field devices unreachable or unavailable to or from
the rest of the system.

The main purpose of SCADA is to deliver measurement
data from the field or physical devices (meters/sensors) to the
provider’s side (control center or utility), while delivering con-
trol commands from the provider’s side to the field/physical
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Fig. 2. The framework of the SCADA analyzer.

devices. To achieve successful data delivery, reachability must
hold between the sender and the receiver. Inconsistencies in
communication protocols or authentication/encryption param-
eters of the communicating devices may cause failed data
transmission leading to service disruptions. In addition, data
should be delivered such that it satisfies end-to-end integrity.
The violation of this requirement not only can cause incorrect
estimation of the system, but may also launch malicious
control commands toward physical devices. This scenario
becomes worse in the case of contingencies, when some IEDs
or RTUs fails due to technical errors or cyber attacks, as there
may not be enough (secured) measurements received by the
control server to observe the whole system accurately.

C. Objectives

The correct functioning of SCADA stands on consistent and
secure execution of tasks in time. The safe security configura-
tion depends not only on the local device parameters but also
on the secure interactions and flows of these parameters across
the network including SCADA control mechanisms. There is
a significant number of logical constraints on configuration
parameters of many SCADA devices, which need to be satis-
fied to ensure safe and secure communications among SCADA
components, while keeping the system stable during contin-
gencies. Implementing these security and resiliency controls in
a scalable and provable manner is one of the major challenges
in smart grid security modeling.

The goal of this research is to develop a framework that
can allow energy providers to objectively assess and inves-

tigate SCADA security configurations to identify potential
resiliency threats, and to enforce smart grid operational and
organizational security requirements. This research aims at
modeling secured communication, potential contingencies, and
resiliency specifications, and at creating an efficient solution to
analyze the resiliency of the system by identifying the threat
vectors that negate the security and resiliency requirements.
The research approach targets scalable and extensible design of
the resiliency verification as a constraint satisfaction problem.
In this work, we particularly focus on modeling the trusted
and secure data communication from the field devices to the
control server such that SCADA control routines can operate
with valid data even in contingencies. Although this paper
presents formalizations for a limited set of constraints that are
important for proper communication, an important feature of
the proposed formal framework is its easy extensibility. For
further properties, one just needs to add necessary constraints.

III. FORMAL MODEL FOR SCADA RESILIENCY
VERIFICATION

In this section, we present the formal model corresponding
to SCADA security and resiliency requirements.

A. Preliminary

Fig. 2 presents the SCADA resiliency verification frame-
work, SCADA Analyzer. It takes necessary inputs, particularly
with regards to the physical components (i.e., the communica-
tion and security properties of SCADA devices), the topology
(i.e., connectivity between the devices), the SCADA control



TABLE I
VARIOUS NOTATIONS USED IN FORMALIZATIONS

Notation Definition
Iedi If device i is an IED.
Rtui If device i is an RTU.
Nodei Whether device i is available or not.
NodePair l The pair of nodes connected by link l.
hZ,X The element in the Jacobian matrix at row Z and

column X representing if state X has an impact on
measurement Z.

PI,z The z’th path from IED I to the MTU.
StateSetZ The set of states that constitute measurement Z.
UMsrSetE The set of measurements that represent the same

electrical component (E).
MsrSetI The set of measurements transmitted by IED I .
DZ Whether measurement Z is successfully delivered.
DelUMsrE Whether one or more measurements.

operation (i.e., the data requirements for the process), and
the resiliency specifications. The analyzer formally models
SCADA configurations, reachability among communicating
parties, operational requirements, secured delivery, and the
violation of resiliency specifications as constraints, and en-
codes these constraints into SMT logics. Then, these con-
straints are solved using an efficient SMT solver [5]. The
solution result provides resiliency threat vectors (i.e., how the
resiliency requirements can be violated). If no threat is found,
then it specifies that the system satisfies the given resiliency
specifications. The formal modeling for the SCADA security
and resiliency verification is discussed in the following in three
parts. First, we model SCADA configurations. Then, we model
the verification of operational resiliency of a control process.
Lastly, we present the modeling of the resiliency of secured
execution of the control operation.

The security and resiliency requirements that we consider
in this work ensure whether or not a SCADA control process
receives sufficient data (i.e., measurements from field devices)
to perform its operation even in (limited) contingencies. We
choose the observability analysis, which is a prior and crucial
requirement for performing the power system state estimation
control routine [2], [3]. Moreover, we consider the secured
(particularly, authenticated and integrity protected) commu-
nication of the data that can provide correct results while
adversaries can inject false data. Thus, we address mainly
three resiliency specifications: (i) k−resilient observability, (ii)
k−resilient secured observability, and (iii) k, r−resilient bad
data detectability.

B. Formal Modeling of SCADA Configurations

A SCADA network consists of different types of devices,
heterogeneous communication links, and various security poli-
cies. However, we present the formalizations of some selective
configurations that are crucial to model security constraints.
Table I includes a list of notations used in these formalizations.

Modeling of SCADA Device Configurations:
SCADA consists of different physical device components,

among which IEDs, PLCs, RTUs, and MTUs are important.
Usually IEDs, PLCS, and RTUs are associated with sub-
stations, while an MTU is associated with a control center.

IEDs, PLCs, and RTUs are referred to as field devices. We
model the SCADA physical devices, particularly IEDs, RTUs,
and an MTU, based on their communication and security
configurations. These properties are essential to model the
reachability and secured communication.

Each IED, or RTU is identified by an ID. Ied i and Rtui

define if device i is an IED or an RTU, respectively. A
device profile is represented as a conjunction of different
parameters. A device can be unavailable if it is suffered with
some technical failures, cyber attacks (DoS), or a link failure
toward the device. Nodei is a Boolean variable that denotes
whether device i is available or not.

To achieve end-to-end security, the communicating devices
must agree in their cryptographic (authentication and encryp-
tion) properties. A device can support none, one, or multiple
cryptographic properties. We model the cryptographic proper-
ties of a device (e.g., i) using Crypt i as a conjunction of one
or more cryptosecurity profiles (CryptTypei,ks). Each crypto
profile (K, e.g., CryptTypei,k = K) specifies an algorithm
(CAlgoK) and a key length (CKeyK).

Similarly, the communication protocols supported by a
device are specified using CommProtoi. Typically, there are
ICS-specific protocols (e.g., modbus, DNP3, etc.) for com-
munication. The IP addresses of an RTU is specified using
IpAddr i. It is worth mentioning that the ID is enough to iden-
tify a device for reachability modeling, as the communication
among field devices in SCADA can be abstracted as point to
point (e.g., an IED to an RTU or an RTU to an RTU, without
considering routers, if they exist in some cases).

Modeling of SCADA Topology:
Typically, multiple IEDs are connected with an RTU, while

all or some RTUs are connected to an MTU directly or through
some intermediate RTUs and/or WAN. There can be more
than a single MTU, in which case one of them works as
the main MTU (corresponding to the main control center),
while the rest of the MTUs are connected to the main one.
The measurements and control commands flow through this
communication topology between the devices. In this work,
we consider single MTU-based SCADA systems (Fig. 1).

A link in the topology is identified by an ID (e.g., l). L
is the set of links in the topology. A communication path
(e.g., a routing path through routers and links from an RTU
to another RTU) can be abstracted as a link as long as the
internal routing path is not considered for analysis in the
model. NodePair l represents the nodes connected by link l
and LinkStatus l specifies if the link is up or down. There
can be other properties, if necessary, such as the link type,
including the medium type (i.e., wireless, ethernet, modem,
etc.), and the link bandwidth.

C. Formal Modeling of k−Resilient Observability
The modeling of this resiliency constraint inherently often

needs to consider another constraint, namely assured data
delivery (AssuredDelivery). AssuredDelivery ensures that the
data is transferred from the data measuring field device (i.e.,
an IED) to the ultimate receiver (i.e., the MTU) successfully.



Assured Data Delivery:
AssuredDelivery is developed based on three properties:

(i) reachability, (ii) communication protocol pairing, and (iii)
crypto properties pairing. The reachability property states that
there is a data routing or forwarding path from the sender
to the receiver. We define the forwarding paths among the
communicating devices based on the given topology that
includes communication links among the devices. Without the
loss of generality, we assume that two devices (IEDs, RTUs, or
the MTU) are reachable if there is a communication path (can
be represented as a link, for the simplicity, although there can
be multiple links on the path) between them. Reachablei,j
states that there is a communication path between device i
and device j. In order to make successful communication, the
communication protocol supported by these two communicat-
ing devices must be the same. If the sender, the receiver, or
the both need authenticated or encrypted data transmission,
the both parties must support the same crypto properties.
CommProtoPairing i,j and CryptoPropPairing i,j does these
matching functions, respectively.

We consider all possible forwarding paths from an IED (I)
to the MTU, through RTUs. PI represents the set of these
paths and PI,z (PI,z ∈ PI ) is the z’th path from IED I to the
MTU. PI,z is a set of communication links {lI,z,1, lI,z,2, ...} ⊆
L that form data transmission or forwarding path from the
IED to the MTU. Then, the following equation formalizes the
conditions when the assured data delivery is ensured:

IedI∧
∃z∀l∈|PI,z| {i, j} ∈ NodePair l∧

Nodei ∧Nodej ∧ Reachablei,j∧
CommPropPairing i,j ∧ CryptoPropPairing i,j

→ AssuredDeliveryI

Observability:
The power system is observable when the measurements

can solve a list of unknown variables. Each of these variables
stands for a state. Typically, each measurement represents a
power equation. Therefore, we need to know each equation
regarding a particular measurement, where the equation spec-
ifies the variables that produce this measurement. In state
estimation, there is a Jacobian Matrix that represents these re-
lationships between the measurements and the unknown vari-
ables [3]. The observability constraint ensures two conditions:
(i) the received (i.e., recorded by the IEDs and successfully
delivered to the MTU) distinct or unique measurements can
cover all the variables (i.e., unknown states), and (ii) the
number of these measurements is greater than or equal to
the number of variables. These two conditions are minimal
requirements to ensure that there is a single estimation of
the system variables, and then the system is specified as
observable. The uniqueness of a measurement needs to be
considered, as there are often more than one measurement
that actually represents the same electrical component. For
example, the power flow through a line can be measured at

both ends of the line [3]. Therefore, these two measurements
(forward line power flow and backward line power flow)
represent the same electrical component. In the following, we
describe the formalizations of the observability constraint.

Each row of the Jacobian matrix has a set of entries (column
values), where each entry is associated with a state/variable:

h1,1 h1,2 · · · h1,n

h2,1 h2,2 · · · h2,n

...
...

. . .
...

hm,1 hm,2 · · · hm,n


Here, hZ,X is an entry where row Z is associated with mea-
surement Z (1 ≤ Z ≤ m) and column X is associated with
state variable X (1 ≤ X ≤ n). The variables corresponding
to the nonzero entries only have impact on the measurement.
Let StateSetZ be the set of states that constitute measurement
Z. Then, StateSetZ is formalized as follows:

∀X∀Z (hZ,X 6= 0)→ X ∈ StateSetZ

When two measurements represent the same electrical com-
ponent, their corresponding rows must have non-zero entries
on the same columns, and these values must be the same,
although the direction (sign) can be the opposite (e.g., forward
and backward line power flows). We define UMsrSetE as the
set of measurements that represent the same electrical com-
ponent (E). Each pair of sets, UMsrSetE and UMsrSetE′ ,
must satisfy the following property:

∀Z ∃X (hZ,X 6= hZ′,X) ∧ (hZ,X 6= −hZ′,X) →
(Z ∈ UMsrSetE) ∧ (Z ′ ∈ UMsrSetE′) ∧ (Z 6= Z ′)

The power consumption at a bus is the summation of all the
power flows incident to that bus. Thus, if all of these power
flows are received as measurements, then the bus consumption
measurement is redundant (i.e., not unique).

From the mappings between communicating field devices
and measurements, we can logically identify the successfully
delivered measurements (i.e., ∀I AssuredDeliveryI ), while
from the mappings between the measurements and the states,
we can find out whether the delivered measurements can
observe the system. Let IedSet be the set of IEDs that are
responsible to take necessary measurements (meters/sensor
data) and send them to the MTU through one or more RTU.
If MsrSetI is the set of measurements transmitted by IED I
and DZ is a Boolean variable denoting whether measurement
Z is successfully delivered, the following two conditions must
hold if measurement Z is secured:

∀I∈IedSet∀Z (Z ∈ MsrSetI ∧AssuredDeliveryI)→ DZ

If a measurement is successfully delivered, the variables
corresponding to this measurement can be uniquely estimated.
Let DEX denote whether state X be estimated. Then:

∀Z ∀X∈StateSetZ DZ → DEX

We define DelUMsrE to denote whether one or more
measurements within UMsrSetE are successfully delivered:

∀E ∃Z∈UMsrSetE DZ → DelUMsrE



A system is unobservable (¬Observability) when either
the delivered measurements does not cover all of the state
variables or the number of delivered measurements, which are
unique, are less than the number of (unknown) variables.

¬Observability →

(∃X ¬DEX) ∨ (
∑
E

DelUMsrE < m)

k−Resilient Observability:
This constraint verifies whether observability is ensured

even if k field devices (i.e., IEDs and RTUs) are unavailable.
If IED failures and RTU failures are considered differently,
then this constraint can be specified as k1, k2−resilient ob-
servability, where k1 is the number of IED failures and k2 is
that of RTU failures. A device is unavailable when it fails to
communicate with the MTU. This is possible because of its
technical failures or remote attacks (e.g., DoS) on it or the
communication route. As we have stated before, we model
this constraint as a threat verification. That is, the modeling
will verify if there is a set of devices, no more than k in
number (or k1 IEDs and k2 RTUs), which can make the system
unobservable when they are unavailable. This set is a threat
vector that states that the system is not k−resilient. If there is
not such a threat vector, then it is k−resilient observable.

Remember that Nodei denotes if node i (an IED or an RTU)
is available. The number of unavailable devices is computed
by considering the available nodes. Let N be the number of
devices, while N1 and N2 be that of IEDs and RTUs, respec-
tively. Now, we formalize the threat against the k−resilient
observability constraint (¬ResilientObservability) as follows:

((N −
∑

1≤i≤N

Nodei) ≤ k) ∧ ¬Observability

→ ¬ResilientObservability

For the threat verification with respect to the
k1, k2−resilient observability constraint, the above
formalization turns to be:

((N1 −
∑

1≤i≤N1

(Nodei × Ied i)) ≤ k1)∧

((N2 −
∑

1≤i≤N2

(Nodei × Rtui)) ≤ k1)∧

¬Observability

→ ¬ResilientObservability

The threat vector (V) represents those devices for which the
following equation is true: ∀i∈V¬Nodei.

D. Formal Modeling of k−Resilient Secured Observability

The modeling of this resiliency constraint verification uti-
lizes secured (assured) data delivery (SecuredDelivery). Un-
like AssuredDelivery , SecuredDelivery ensures that the data
is delivered from the sender (e.g., an IED) to the receiver (e.g.,
an RTU) with necessary security measures (authenticated and
encrypted) successfully.

Secured Data Delivery:
The assured data delivery constraint verifies whether data

can reach from the source to the destination, e.g., from a field
device to the MTU, through zero, one, or more intermediate
devices, but does not ensure if the transmission has occurred
under necessary security measures. Although this constraint
checks security pairing between the communicating parties, it
is only to ensure necessary handshaking for communication.

In the secured data delivery constraint (SecuredDelivery),
we verify whether data is sent under proper security measures,
particularly authentication and integrity protection, including
the assured data delivery. That is, the communicating nodes,
e.g., an RTU and the MTU, may have correct security pairing,
as they are using the same security protocol Challenge-
Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP). However, this
security pairing on CHAP only ensures authentication. In this
case, the transmission will not be data integrity protected.
Moreover, we need to consider the vulnerabilities of the
security measures in use. For example, if Data Encryption
Standard (DES) is used for data encryption, the transmitted
data cannot be considered as protected, as a good number of
vulnerabilities of DES have already been found.

The formalization of the secured data delivery includes two
more constraints, Authenticated and IntegrityProtected , that
ensure the authentication of the communicating parties and the
integrity of the transmitted data, respectively. In the following,
we present the formalization of secured data delivery.

∃K(∃kCryptTypei,k = K)∧
(∃′kCryptTypei,k′ = K)∧
((CAlgoK = hmac ∧ CKeyK ≥ 128) ∨ . . .))

→ Authenticated i,j

∃K(∃kCryptTypei,k = K)∧
(∃′kCryptTypei,k′ = K)∧
((CAlgoK = sha2 ∧ CKeyK ≥ 128) ∨ . . .))

→ IntegrityProtected i,j

IedI∧
∃z∀l∈|PI,j,z| {i

′, j′} ∈ NodePair l∧
Nodei′ ∧Nodej′ ∧ Reachablei′,j′∧
CommPropPairing i′,j′ ∧ CryptoPropPairing i′,j′

Authenticated i′,j′ ∧ IntegrityProtected i′,j′

→ SecuredDeliveryI

Secured Observability:
We logically identify the secured measurements from the

mappings between communicating field devices and mea-
surements. Next, using the mappings between the secured
measurements and the states, we find out whether the system
is observable securely. Let SZ be a Boolean variable denoting
whether measurement Z is secured. Then, the following two
conditions ensure if measurement Z is secured:

∀I∈IedSet∀Z (Z ∈ MsrSetI ∧ SecuredDeliveryI)→ SZ



If a measurement is secured, the variables corresponding to
this measurement can be securely estimated. If SEX denotes
whether state X is securely estimated, then:

∀Z ∀X∈StateSetZ SZ → SEX

We identify the set of securely delivered unique measure-
ments (with respect to UMsrSetE). If this set is denoted by
SecUMsrE , it is formed as follows:

∀E ∃Z∈UMsrSetE SZ → SecUMsrE

The secured observability (SecuredObservability) ensures
that the minimum number (i.e., at least n) of secured measure-
ments are received and all states are covered by these secured
measurements. Thus, the system is securely unobservable
(¬SecuredObservability) when either or both of these two
conditions fail:

¬SecuredObservability →

(∃X ¬SEX) ∨ (
∑
E

SecUMsrE < n)

k−Resilient Secured Observability:
This constraint verifies whether secured observability is

ensured even if k field devices (or k1 IEDs and k2 RTUs) are
unavailable due to technical failures or cyber attacks. Similar
to the k−resilient observability, we verify these properties
by searching for threat vectors under the specification of
maximum k failures.

When the number of unavailable devices is no larger than
k devices (or k1 IEDs and k2 RTUs), we formalize the
threat against the k−resilient secured observability constraint
(¬ResilientSecuredObservability) as follows:

((N −
∑

1≤i≤N

Nodei) ≤ k) ∧ ¬SecuredObservability

→ ¬ResilientSecuredObservability

((N1 −
∑

1≤i≤N1

(Nodei × Ied i)) ≤ k1)∧

((N2 −
∑

1≤i≤N2

(Nodei × Rtui)) ≤ k1)∧

¬SecuredObservability

→ ¬ResilientSecuredObservability

The threat vector (V) includes a list of devices such that if
they fail, the secured observability is impossible. In this way,
this proposed modeling synthesizes attack vectors and, thus,
it helps us learn the dependability breach points.

E. Formal Modeling of k, r−Resilient Bad Data Detectability

The obtained measurements for observability must be able
to detect bad data. It is worth mentioning that a measurement
can be delivered in a secured way, but the data itself can
be incorrect or noisy due to random variations and other
inaccuracies at the sensor/IED corresponding to this mea-
surement, or if the measuring device is compromised. Such

noisy measurements are considered as outliers with respect
to the rest, since usually a few measurements can have
such alterations. There are bad data detection algorithms to
detect such bad measurements and eliminate them from the
estimation process. We verify the resiliency of the bad data
detectability in a formal way as follows.

r-Bad Data Detectability:
If there is a single measurement associated with a state, the

measurement is a critical one. When such a measurement is
bad, it is not possible to detect that. Therefore, in order to de-
tect bad data, it is required to have at least two measurements
corresponding to each state, if we assume no more than one
measurement among them can be bad at a time. If we assume
r measurements can be corrupted at a time, then it is r-bad
data detectability. It is worth mentioning that we only rely
on secured measurements for detecting the bad data, since
non-secured measurements cannot be trusted [6]. Similar to
the resilient observability, we verify the bad data detectability
from the threat verification point of view.

If a measurement is secured, the state corresponding to this
measurement can be securely estimated. We define SEX,Z as
a Boolean variable that denotes whether state X is securely
estimated by measurement Z. The following two equations
valuate SEX,Z with respect to SZ :

∀Z ∀X∈StateSetZ SZ → SEX,Z

∀Z ∀X∈StateSetZ ¬SZ → ¬SEX,Z

Now, a bad measurement is not detectable (i.e.,
¬BadDataDetectability) if the following condition holds:

¬BadDataDetectability →

∃X (
∑
Z

SEX,Z < r + 1)

k, r−Resilient Bad Data Detectability Constraint:
We define k, r−resilient bad data detectability as if k

devices (RTUs or IEDs) are unavailable, the bad data is still
detectable even if r measurements are corrupted. Now, we
verify the threats with respect to this requirement by extending
the previous equation:

((N −
∑

1≤i≤N

Nodei) ≤ k) ∧ ¬BadDataDetectability

→ ¬ResilientBadDataDetectability

We can extend this k resiliency threat verification to
k1, k2−resiliency verification.

IV. A CASE STUDY

In this section, we briefly discuss the implementation of the
model and illustrate the model’s execution with an example.
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Fig. 3. An example SCADA topology of a 5-bus power grid.

A. Implementation

We use SMT logics [1] to encode the formalizations pre-
sented in the previous section. We use Boolean and integer
terms in encoding. It is solved using Z3, an efficient SMT
solver [5], [7]. The solution to the model gives a result as sat
or unsat. In the case of sat, the solver provides elaborate result,
specifically the values of the terms. From these valuations,
we can find out the detailed scenario that makes the threat
possible. For example, the result (particularly, Nodei terms)
shows us the devices (IEDs and/or RTUs) that are unavailable,
and as a result, the (secured) observability is impossible. In the
case of unsat, we can conclude that there is no threat scenario,
i.e., the failures of devices no more than given thresholds, that
can make system unobservable.

B. Example: Scenario 1

This example considers a 5-bus SCADA system as shown
in Fig. 3. This is an subsystem taken from the IEEE 14-Bus
Test System [8]. The input is partially shown in Table II. The
input includes primarily the Jacobian matrix corresponding to
the bus system, the connectivity between the communicating
devices, the association of the measurements with the IEDs,
and security profiles of each communicating host pair. Each
row of the Jacobian matrix corresponds to a measurement.
The first row corresponds to measurement 1, and subsequent
rows correspond to following measurements. Each row has
5 entries (columns) which correspond to 5 states/buses. We
assume that the measurements are recorded by different IEDs
only, and these measurements are sent to the MTU (i.e.,
the SCADA server at the control center) through RTUs. The
server needs these measurements to estimate the current states
of the system. The resiliency requirement specify that the
secured observability must be satisfied even if one IED and one
RTU are unavailable (due to having suffered from technical
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Fig. 4. The modified SCADA topology of the 5-bus power grid.

failures or cyber attacks). In this example, we demonstrate
the k1, k2−resilient observability constraint. Thus, the security
properties will not be used in this case.

The solution to the formal model corresponding to this
example returns unsat. That is, there is no resiliency threat
vector that can make the system unobservable. The system
is (1, 1)−resilient observable. However, if we increase the
resiliency specification to (2, 1), the model now provides a
resiliency threat vector. The result shows that if IED 2, IED
7, and RTU 11 are unavailable, then the observability fails. It
is worth mentioning that there are another 8 different threat
vectors in this scenario that can make the system unobservable.
In the case of IED failures only, the system can tolerate up to
the failures of 3 IEDs.

Let us change the SCADA topology to Fig. 4. The difference
with the previous topology is that RTU 9 is now connected to



TABLE II
THE INPUT TO THE CASE STUDY

# Number of states and measurements
5 14

# Jacobian matrix (mapping between the states and the measurements)
0 -5.05 5.05 0 0
0 -5.67 0 5.67 0
0 -5.75 0 0 5.75
0 0 0 -23.75 23.75
16.9 -16.9 0 0 0
4.48 0 0 0 -4.48
0 5.67 0 -5.67 0
0 5.75 0 0 -5.75
0 0 5.85 -5.85 0
0 0 0 23.75 -23.75
-16.9 33.37 -5.05 -5. 67 -5.75
0 -5.05 10.9 -5.85 0
0 -5.67 -5.85 41.85 -23.75
-4.48 -5.75 0 -23.75 37.95

# Number of each type of devices in the topology
# IEDs (Id 1-8), RTUs (Id 9-12), MTU (Id 13), Router (Id 14)
8 4 1 1

# Topology (Links)
13 #Number of communicating links
1 9
2 9
3 9
4 10
5 11
6 11
7 12
8 12
9 14
10 11
11 14
12 14

# Measurements corresponding to IEDs
1 1 2
2 3 5
3 11
4 12
5 4 7 9
6 13
7 6 8 10
8 14

# Security profile (if exists) between the communicating entities
11 # Number entries of security profiles
1 9 hmac 128
2 9 chap 64 sha2 128
3 9 chap 64 sha2 128
5 11 chap 64 sha2 256
6 11 chap 64 sha2 256
7 12 chap 64 sha2 128
8 12 chap 64 sha2 128
9 13 rsa 2048 aes 256
10 11 hmac 128
11 13 rsa 4096 aes 256
12 13 rsa 2048 aes 256

# k−resiliency requirements (IED, RTU)
1 1

RTU 12. In this case, (1, 1)−resiliency verification fails. The
model returns a satisfiable result, showing that if IED 4 and
RTU 12 are unavailable, then the system is unobservable. We
also find that this system (in this case) is not resilient to any
RTU failure. If RTU 12 fails, there is no way to observe the
system. This system is maximally (3, 0)-resilient observable.

C. Example: Scenario 2

In this scenario, we demonstrate the k1, k2−resilient se-
cured observability constraint. Let us consider the topology
of Fig. 3 and the same inputs from Table II. In this case of
(1, 1)−resiliency verification, the model provides a sat result.

That is, the system is not (1, 1)−resilient in terms of secured
observability, although it is (1, 1)−resilient observable. Ac-
cording to the result, if IED 3 and RTU 11 are unavailable,
it is not possible to observe the system securely. There are 4
more threat vectors that can make the system unobservable.
This is because, as the result also shows, measurements from
IED 1 and RTU 9 are not data integrity protected, and thus,
when IED 3 and RTU 11 are unavailable, some states cannot
be observed securely anymore.

If we reduce the resiliency specification to (1, 0) or (0, 1),
the model gives unsat result. That is, the system is securely
observable even if any IED or RTU fails. If we consider the
topology of Fig. 4, the system is not resilient any more for
one RTU failure. However, there is only one threat vector
(unavailability of RTU 12) to fail the secured observability.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we present the evaluation results showing the
scalability of the proposed resiliency verification framework
with respect to the synthetic SCADA systems.

A. Methodology

We evaluate the scalability of the proposed verification
model by analyzing the time requirements for executing the
model in different problem sizes, particularly with respect to
the number of buses. It is worth mentioning that the number
of SCADA devices (IEDs and RTUs) and the number of
links are not fixed for a specific bus size for a SCADA
system. However, their number is usually proportional with
the number of bus sizes. We generate the synthetic SCADA
systems based on different sizes of IEEE test systems, i.e.,
14-bus, 30-bus, 57-bus, and 118-bus [8]. We arbitrarily create
the SCADA network. On average, we choose one IED for
two power flow measurements and one IED for each power
consumption measurement. The communication path from an
IED to the MTU is formed arbitrarily considering a parameter,
hierarchy level. This hierarchy specifies the average number
of intermediate RTUs on the path toward the MTU.

In addition, we also analyze the average maximum re-
siliency (or the number of resiliency threat vectors) of a
SCADA system in different problem sizes, hierarchy levels,
and resiliency specifications. We run our experiments on an
Intel Core i5 Processor with 8 GB memory. We run a specific
experiment several times and take the average of the results. In
this evaluation, we did not compare the scalability or efficiency
of our proposed model with other works, as no work we have
found address a similar resiliency verification.

B. Scalability Evaluation

Impact of the Problem Size: Fig. 5(a) shows the execution
time of the proposed resiliency framework for the k−resilient
observability verification with respect to the problem size. We
vary the problem size by considering different IEEE bus test
systems. As the SCADA system is randomly generated, we
take at least three random inputs for each type of experiment,
while each specific experiment is run at least five times. The
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Fig. 5. The resilient observability model verification (execution) time with respect to the SCADA size (i.e., the number of buses): (a) the k-resilient observability
and (b) the k-resilient secured observability.
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Fig. 6. (a) the execution time with respect to the communication hierarchy level (14-bus system), and (b) the execution time with respect to the communication
hierarchy level (57-bus system).

execution time of each bus system is shown in Fig. 5(a).
We observe that the increase in the execution time, with
respect to the bus size, lies between linear and quadratic
orders. For a specific bus size, we also observe that the
execution time differs for sat and unsat results, while the
latter takes a longer time than the former. We observe a
similar growth in k−resilient secured observability verification
(Fig. 5(b)), although the time requirement is a little high. This
is because, in this case, the resiliency model needs to consider
the constraints of secured communication, and as a result, the
model size increases.

It is important to note that the problem size principally de-
pends on two topologies: bus topology and SCADA topology.
The bus topology mainly includes the buses and the power
transmission lines, where the latter has a quadratic order with
respect to the number of buses. The SCADA topology includes
RTUs and IEDs whose numbers are proportional to the number
of buses. The number of communication lines also follows a

quadratic order in terms of the number of SCADA devices.
Therefore, the complexity of the problem has a quadratic
upper bound in general with respect to the number of buses.
However, an important feature of power grid networks is that
the average degree of a node (or bus) is roughly 3, regardless of
the number of buses in the system [9]. The degree of a node
in the SCADA topology is also very low. This feature can
explain why the observed complexity is not strictly quadratic.

Impact of the Hierarchy Level: We also analyzed the impact
of the hierarchy level on the model execution time. Fig. 6(a)
and Fig. 6(b) present the evaluation results for the 14 and
57-bus test systems. The results shows that the execution
time decreases for the satisfiable results while it mostly
increases for the unsatisfiable results. This is because, with
the increase of the hierarchy, some RTUs become important,
and consequently the threat space increases. As a result, the
search time for a threat vector decreases. With the unsatisfiable
cases, to conclude that there is no threat vector, the model
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Fig. 7. (a) The average maximum resiliency with respect to the SCADA size (i.e., the number of buses) and (b) the number of threat vectors with respect to
the communication hierarchy level (14-bus system).

needs to search the whole problem space and thus execution
time increases.

C. Resiliency Analysis

Maximum Resiliency Analysis: We run experiments in differ-
ent SCADA networks with respect to the number of measure-
ments for the 14-bus system. The number of measurements
is represented as the percentage of the maximum possible
measurements for a bus system [10]. We change the resiliency
requirements with respect to the number of IED failures and
RTU failures from smaller values to larger values. The result
shows that the larger the number of measurements, the higher
the maximum possible resiliency. Although this behavior de-
pends on the SCADA network and the dependency among
the measurements, IEDs, and RTUs, we consider arbitrary
SCADA systems as we have described in Section V-A. The
results are shown in Fig. 7(a). We find that an SCADA system
can tolerate a larger number of IED failures than that of RTU
failures. This is because the RTUs are often responsible for
multiple IEDs for their communication with the MTU. As a
result, one RTU failure often has larger impact compared to
IED failures.

Resiliency Threat Space Analysis: In Fig. 7(b), we show the
threat space varying the hierarchy level for the 14-bus system.
We observe that the higher the hierarchy level, the larger
the threat space (i.e., the number of potential threat vectors).
The increase in hierarchy creates more dependency among the
RTUs and IEDs as there is more connectivity among the RTUs.
As a result, there is more scope for contingencies that can
violate the resiliency specifications, and so the threat space
increases. Moreover, if we increase the resiliency specifica-
tions the threat space becomes larger.

VI. RELATED WORK

The security policy misconfiguration and its verification
have been studied extensively [11], [12], [13], [14] for more
than a decade. In these approaches, the formal definition of

configuration anomalies and safe deployment of single or
multiple security devices are proposed and algorithms are
presented to discover configuration inconsistency. There are
also a number of works on risk-based security configuration
analysis. Risk analysis and security hardening using attack
graphs is proposed by several researchers [15], [16], [17].
However, all these above mentioned security analysis tools
are proposed for analyzing misconfiguration problems in tra-
ditional networks. These tools cannot be applied for security
or resiliency analysis in smart grids as it requires considering
different cyber-physical operations and security controls.

A distinctive number of studies [4], [18], [19], [20] have
been initiated to describe the security and resiliency issues
based on different attack scenarios. These works also describe
the functional operations of smart grid components with guide-
lines for reliable and robust communication among them. They
advise that the energy providers or utilities cannot be trusted
without a proper verification that required security measures
have been implemented. Later, McLaughlin et al. [21] analyze
the security and privacy challenges in smart grid networks.
The authors also present an approach for penetration testing
on AMI systems [22]. They develop archetypal and concrete
attack trees for energy fraud, denial of service, and targeted
disconnect attacks. Rahman et al. [23] develop a formal model
based tool for the end-to-end security verification of advanced
metering infrastructures in smart grids. However, this group of
works do not analyze various misconfiguration problems and
security controls on smart electric grid networks.

Wang et al. [24] present an artificial intelligence-based
approach for analyzing risks in smart grid networks. However,
in their analysis they do not consider network node, link, or
communication failures or how that can effect the control
procedures. Anwar et al. [25], [26] propose frameworks for
modeling power grids and their control elements using first
order logic. These frameworks are only capable of evaluating
power flows and overloading violations in smart grids. Several
research works [6], [27] study false data injection attacks in



power grids. The authors discuss the undetectability properties
of these attacks at which adversaries can bypass the existing
bad data detection algorithm. They consider different scenar-
ios, such as limited access to meters, limited resources to
compromise meters, under arbitrary or specific targets, assum-
ing that the adversary has complete or incomplete information
about the grid. Rahman et al. in [10], [28] present verification
models for various UFDI attacks with respect to attacker’s
constraints and impact objectives. Yuan et al. [29] propose
a variant of this kind of attack, which are known as a load
redistribution attack.

Although the above mentioned research shows how stealthy
attacks can be launched against a control process, namely the
state estimation mechanism, they neither model data deliveries
or secured communications nor resiliency properties of the
system while some physical devices or communication links
are facing cyber attacks or accidental failures. Therefore,
there is still the need for modeling SCADA configurations
and analyzing the security and resiliency properties. In this
work, we address this need by developing a formal model
for provably analyzing operational consistency, security, and
resiliency in SCADA systems.

VII. CONCLUSION

A smart grid contains a large number of cyber and physical
devices as well as various critical control mechanisms that
exhibit highly dependent configuration parameters leading to
increased potential for security and resiliency vulnerabilities.
In this paper, we present an automated formal framework
for verifying the SCADA resiliency. We focus on security
configurations, controls, and resiliency requirements that are
important for protecting smart grids in various contingencies.
We create a logic-based verification model and use SMT to
solve this model as a constraint satisfaction problem. Our
proposed framework performs static configuration analysis in
order to determine potential threats as violations to the smart
grid security and resiliency requirements. We demonstrate the
framework using a test configuration and show its efficacy.
The scalability evaluation of the framework shows that the
execution time lies within 30 seconds for a SCADA system
with 400 physical devices (IEDs and RTUs). In future, we
would like to consider the automated synthesis of necessary
configurations for resilient SCADA systems satisfying the
security and resiliency requirements.
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